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You don’t want meals that are 
middle-of-the-road, so don’t settle 
for dressings from the middle of the 
store. Find us where fresh is found 
at your local grocer.

Boccalino Fine Foods embodies restaurant quality and 
freshness because that’s exactly where it all started.

Boccalino began as a Swiss restaurant in the small Rocky 
Mountain town of Canmore, Alberta. With a cut-no-corners 
approach, their Canadian take on classic Alpine cuisine 
earned them a cult following well beyond the town’s borders. 
Soon, enough people were clamouring for their Swiss and 
Caesar dressings that Boccalino the restaurant ceased to be, 
and Boccalino, the salad dressing company was born. 

In 2015, chef Jamie Ayles returned to Canmore where he was 
raised. After spending years working in kitchens around the 
world, Jamie wanted to bring his expertise to the local legend, 
and Boccalino’s next incarnation was born. Jamie and his team 
of chefs have continued to push the boundaries of freshness 
with innovative modern ideas, while introducing the classics 
that made Boccalino great to the rest of the country.

About 
Boccalino
Fine Foods The history behind 

Boccalino’s perfectly 
blended handmade 

dressings



Over 48% of Canadians incorporate fresh ingredients  
into their daily cooking and meals – but c’mon, is there  
a way to make this number higher?  
 
Making small, healthy changes to daily nutrition is simple, 
and can start with something as easy as adding fresh,  
real ingredients to your meals – like Boccalino Fine Foods’ 
versatile dressings. 

And with more than 88% of Canadians now  
cooking their meals from scratch, Boccalino adds 
a ‘fresh’ perspective to home cooked meals with 
restaurant-worthy dressings in a variety of 
mouth-watering flavours.

Canadians consume 
more than 50 billion 

servings of fresh 
produce annually – 
that’s a whole lot  

of veggies in need  
of dressing!

Facts



Boccalino dressings, also known at the G.O.A.D.  
(Greatest of all Dressings), are perfect for salads,  
dips, wraps, and more. Who says your next healthy  
meal can’t taste incredible too? Boccalino’s  

fresh, better for you,  
all-natural dressings  

are authentically crafted 
with a variety of unique 

flavours, just see for 
yourself below!

PRODUCT
Versatility



Vegan Caesar
A clean, fresh classic, you won’t believe it until you 
try it. Boccalino Vegan Caesar offers a plant-based, 
clean and fresh perspective for people who want 
flavour without the guilt.

Vegan Ranch
Give Ranch a chance. Boccalino Vegan Ranch is a 
plant-based recipe that delivers all the texture and 
taste you expect, with a clean and fresh new feel 
for guilt-free indulgence.

LEARN MORE LEARN MORE

Find Boccalino in the refrigerated  
produce aisle at retailers across Canada. FIND A LOCATION NEAR YOU

Canadian  
Ingredients

Vegan
Options

Plant  
Based

Gluten- 
Free

Fresh & Clean 
Ingredients

BOCCALINO’S
Fresh line-up

https://boccalinofinefoods.com/products/vegan-caesar
https://boccalinofinefoods.com/products/vegan-ranch
https://boccalinofinefoods.com/pages/find-a-store


Swiss
The dressing that started it all.  
The creamy, rich blend bursting  
with umami. This cult following flavour  
retired a restaurant. The rest is history.

Chipotle Caesar
We enhanced our classic Caesar 
dressing with a touch of chipotle  
smoke and spice.

Mango Jalapeño
The mango provides a subtle sweetness, 
matched with the crisp, upfront heat of fresh 
jalapeño in a well balanced fruit vinaigrette.

Orange Balsamic
Refined like a fine wine. Balance and 
depth personified. Savoury and sweet  
with zest and a touch of bitter, it hits 
every note.

Lemon Pepper
The crossover king, a dip, dressing  
and sauce without limitation. A silky 
smooth marriage of fresh lemon and 
cracked pepper.

LEARN MORE LEARN MORE

LEARN MORELEARN MORE LEARN MORE

Find Boccalino in the refrigerated  
produce aisle at retailers across Canada. FIND A LOCATION NEAR YOU

https://boccalinofinefoods.com/products/chipotle-caesar
https://boccalinofinefoods.com/collections/all/products/mango-jalapeno
https://boccalinofinefoods.com/products/lemon-pepper
https://boccalinofinefoods.com/collections/all/products/swiss
https://boccalinofinefoods.com/products/orange-balsamic
https://boccalinofinefoods.com/pages/find-a-store


Download Here

Logo

Individual Bottles

Individual Bottles  
with Pouches

Individual Pouches

Looking to share Boccalino’s  
fresh lineup with your audience?

Follow us on social

Get in Touch

media@boccalinofinefoods.com
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hx0fbt9sccd3c6l/AABBHGBDDsaDm23zqrLIvqCoa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hx0fbt9sccd3c6l/AABBHGBDDsaDm23zqrLIvqCoa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hx0fbt9sccd3c6l/AABBHGBDDsaDm23zqrLIvqCoa?dl=0
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